


(18) notched profile pieces - labeled.
(4) aircraft wire sets containing: 
       Gripple wire adjustement piece, 
       5’ length of wire, end swage, 
       barrel and 1/4” - 20 wood anchor. 
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       Gripple wire adjustement piece, 
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CONTENT GUIDE

Cloud Assembly & Suspension

DRANTE CLOUDS



1. Locate “1A” notched profile piece 
and place per above diagram 
(notches facing upward). Then 
repeat with “1B” notched p rofile 
piece. Note both above pieces will 
have the pre-drilled holes for 
suspension (located by red X’s).

2. Insert “1A” notched profile piece 
connecting center-most notches with  
“1B” to form the complete Base Assembly.



3. Locate “Set A” notched profile 
pieces (labeled 2-5) and place in 
numerical order as shown above. 
These notched profile pieces will not 
contain pre-drilled holes for suspension.

5. Repeat Step 3 and Step 4 again using the 
remaining notched profile pieces. There will 
be (1) “Set A” and (1) “Set B” remaining that 
are identical to the previous steps. When 
finished - there will be (2) Partial Center 
assemblies as shown above.

4. Repeat Step 3 with “Set B” and 
interlock the two identical sets together 
to form (1) Partial Center Assembly.



6. Locate (2) complete Partial Center Assemblies 
and interlock them together as shown in the 
diagram above using the arrow to show direction 
of how notches will align. 

7. Press both Partial Center Assemblies 
together to form (1) complete Center 
Assembly as shown above.



8. Locate completed Center Assembly 
(notches facing downward) and press 
into completed Base Assembly (notches 
facing upward toward Center Assembly).

9. The Drante Cloud Assembly is 
complete. Note the location of the 
suspension holes (from Base Assembly) 
shown above with Red X’s.



10. Once the pre-drilled suspension holes 
have been located on the notched Base 
Assembly profile pieces, template 
suspension hole locations to ceiling 
substrate.



11. After identifying each corresponding 
suspension point on the ceiling substrate, 
drill and attach 1/4” - 20 double sided 
stud to substrate. Reference detail 
(supplied for wood anchoring only). For all 
other substrates, studs/anchors must be 
sourced by the installer.

12.
  A. Identify the threaded end of the  
  barrel and the swage end of the wire.

  B. Insert the plain end of the supplied wire 
  through the large threaded end of the 
  barrel until the swage end is seated in 
  the barrel. 

  C. Attach the threaded end of the barrel 
  to 1/4” -20 ceiling stud. 



13. 
  A. Insert the plain end of the supplied 

wire through one side of the Gripple 
adjustment piece. 

14. Once the cloud is properly 
suspended, trim the access wire (if 
necessary) with wire cutters.

note: Gripple is infinitely adjustable by 
depressing tab on appropriate side. 

  B. Loop the wire through the 
pre-drilled suspension points for final 
installation.

13. 
  C. Re-insert the plain end of the wire 

once looped into the remaining side of the 
Gripple adjustment piece until secure.


